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FJlhey say that we buy with our

I eyes, not our brains, and this
I smart new pistoi from The

Shooting Party has instant appeal.
How do I know? IrVell, when I took the
Tai Chi out of the carrying case at my
gun club, the other shooters there
descended on it like it was the best
thing they'd ever seen, and I didn't
get a shot for the next hour as they
all tried it out. I didn't mind at all
because I enjoy seeing them having
fun with a new toy and then getting
their feedback about the product.

The main message was simple. How
can I buy one? I think that says it
att. The briltiant, brick-red anodising
was immediately appealing to most,
but some said it was too bright.
The electric blue would realiy have
shocked them thenl Boring black is
also avaiLable for the terminatiy dutt.

In many ways, the Tai Chl is a
conventional barrel-over-reservoir
layout, but it does have a few tasty
treats to make it stand out from the
crowd. The first, and for me the most
interesting, is the loading system.
It has what I call a'swinging btock'
that rotates ciockwise away from the
barrel, revealing the breech. This
allowed me to feel each peLlet into the
barrel's rifling with the lightest finqer
pressure so, in this way, I knew that
no damage had come to the soft lead
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Model Tai Chi

Type Single-shot,breech-

loader

Power 12 gramme Co2

L9ngth 13"

Weighl 1.4lbs

lncludes5xl2Co2
capsules, plus a tin of
pellets, and delivery

BBP f239.00
ffi:

as it was loaded. Itt also a good safety
feature because with the block away
from the barrel there is literally no
way the gun can fire.

Crosshead
The hammer i.s exposed and is cocked
li.ke a cowboy gun. with your thumb.
This is also a safety feature because
with the hammer visibly down, the

muzzle brake fitted, designed to
eliminate muzzle flip caused by
the rocket orjet effect of the high
pressure gas that follows the pellet
out of the barrel. 0ver this is a full-
length shroud that has vents back at
the action end, to disperse the high
pressure gas. It also acts as a silencer
and I noted just how quiet this pistol
is compared to other Co2 guns in its

gun can't fire. Out front, the skinny
barrel has a complicated and delicate

: class.

: Below the barrel is a chamber that
: accepts a standard 12 gramme Co2

' capsule, and theret a nice touch in
: that the aluminium cap that screws
r in to press the capsule onto the
, piercing probe has a steel insert where
: it contacts the capsule. to eliminate
; Weaf.

: Power is right up there in the 4Vz

: ft.lbs. range, which is a lot of punch
: for a Co2 gun and it has the accuracy
: to back that up. Even with my lousy

pistol technique, I was getting 1"
groups at 10 yards, which is impressive
and more than accurate enough for
back-garden ptinking. Good looks,
power and accuracy; no wonder my
club mates loved itl I
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The editor looks at
an innovative Co2-
powered pistol

Top: The swinginq
brcech and exposed
hammet rcdlly make
this pistol stand out

Nain: lhat's a good-
looking qun!
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